
Revolutionizing Relationships 
Between Retailers and Consumers  

with the Internet of Things

5 Steps to Create an IoT Strategy for Physical Retail



Far from just being a buzzword for intelligent household objects, the Internet of Things (IoT) is completely 
transforming entire industries – from smart cities to logistics. The retail industry has always led the way when it comes 
to embracing new technologies so it’s no surprise that we’re also at the forefront of IoT adoption. Everything from the 
supply chain to payment processes is being enhanced as IoT brings our physical and digital worlds closer together.

As Accenture’s report The Internet of Things: Revolutionizing the Retail Industry highlights: 

“Retailers that hesitate to develop and execute an IoT strategy will open the door for competitors —
old and new alike — to swoop in and capture early IoT mind share and market share.”

So, how do you know which are the right opportunities to take advantage of? How should you analyze their impact so 
you can make better decisions in the future?

Ultimately you want to draw people into stores and turn them into delighted and loyal customers – so where does the 
Internet of Things come in as part of that strategy?
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The Internet of Things is made up of sensors, devices and beacons that can communicate with us and each 
other. Forbes calls it a “giant network of connected ‘things’ – with relationships between people-people, 
people-things and things-things.” 

All of this is enabled by “connectivity.” A device is usually connected to another device or a network via 
a wireless protocol such as Bluetooth, NFC, WiFi or 3G, etc. This combination of sensors, beacons and 
consumers’ smart devices is what makes the IoT so exciting for brick-and-mortar retailers.

The Internet of Things – An Introduction

The Internet of Things – The basics

https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/DotCom/Documents/Global/PDF/Dualpub_14/Accenture-The-Internet-Of-Things.pdf#zoom=50
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacobmorgan/2014/05/13/simple-explanation-internet-things-that-anyone-can-understand/#27ea86f66828


The Holy Grail for retailers is being able to truly claim an omnichannel strategy. And while we’re still some way from 
this currently – 75% of retail and consumer goods CEOs admit they are still running their store and online functions 
separately according to a JDA/PWC global survey – being able to connect devices in-store is enabling retailers to make 
huge strides in bringing those worlds together. 

In fact, we’re all having to act fast in order to keep up with customer expectations. Today’s shoppers don’t differentiate 
between channels, only between experiences. The need to make these experiences consistently excellent, wherever a 
consumer interacts with their brand, has become a top priority.
 

Ecommerce retailers are already sophisticated when it comes to using technology to engage with customers. IoT 
technologies make that level of interaction more of a reality for brick-and-mortar retailers. By using location-based 
technologies that leverage consumers’ mobile devices such as WiFi, Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or in-store 
Beacons, you can engage with customers the moment they enter the store.

These technologies can passively receive information from devices simply by being enabled by the shopper, giving 
physical shopping spaces a giant window into site behavioral patterns. Taking this one step further, shoppers who 
are happy to download an app can receive personalized, relevant offers in real-time as they’re browsing in-store – a 
fantastic way to improve your one-to-one shopper engagement.

A 360° Customer Experience

     
                                                     

Use mobile technologies to understand your customers better.
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Yankee Candle uses beacon technology and the shopkick 
mobile app to drive store visits and sales. Leveraging 
a powerful network, the retailer welcomes shoppers 
via mobile alerts and shares location-specific deals, 
discounts, recommendations and rewards. Not only 
does Yankee Candle gain rich insight into shopper 
behavior but, more importantly, it delivers rewarding and 
convenient consumer shopping experiences.

http://edelivery.net/2016/02/retail-profitability-under-fire-from-lack-of-omnichannel-capability/


Data, Data, Everywhere           

Integrate mobile and foot traffic data for a clear view of the path-to-purchase.   

Combined with foot traffic data, these technologies give you a powerful toolset, helping you to discern valuable trends 
pinpointing how shoppers are using your stores:

• What percentage of the pass-by traffic is actually entering your store?
• Once inside, how long on average do consumers spend shopping with you?
• Do you accurately know your busiest times of the day?
• Are shoppers being drawn to your promotions? 
• How quickly are your customers walking out without making a purchase?

Intel predicts that there will be approximately 26 smart objects per human by 2020. 

“The Internet of Things provides a massive opportunity to get to know your customers better...” 
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“Recognizing that a shopper leaving empty handed isn’t necessarily the end of the 
journey is crucial for bringing multiple channels together.”

For example, browsers can use in-store touchscreen displays to check for stock availability and order online for delivery 
if it’s more convenient. Equally if a shopper simply changes their mind about a purchase on a particular day, a follow-
up email using data gathered via a mobile app means you can offer them an incentive and try to win them back.

In combination these tools give you a 360° view of how shoppers behave. Acting on this insight is where you could be 
making the biggest gains – ensuring that every decision is geared towards improving the shopping experience!

...but making sense of all that data is a serious undertaking. That’s why simply being able to pull information from 
connected devices is not enough. Making sense of the data through visual and user friendly tools is essential to be able 
to accurately inform decision making. Retail analytics platforms exist to help you make sense of this data, integrating 
insight from the in-store environment with external data sources such as weather, sales transactions and car park data 
to give you a single view of what’s impacting the customer journey.



Analyzing behavioral patterns and path-to-purchase indicators to make sure all of your operational and marketing 
decisions are 100% based on facts, not assumptions. Embracing retail analytics empowers you to:

• Schedule the most experienced staff during peak hours
• Train staff to deliver an exceptional experience to the most valuable customers
• Tweak store lay-out to improve the in-store experience
• Position promotions in the optimum location

Crucially you can turn this insight into real time decision making – from in-store temperature changes to moving 
promotions to an under-utilized area of the store. This ability to make even the smallest changes quickly can have a 
significant impact on your conversion rates.

Goldman Sachs has called the Internet of Things the third wave of the internet and there’s no doubt that it holds 
huge opportunities for retailers. It can be daunting to know where to begin. However, with a proliferation of consumer 
devices, such as smartphones and wearables, combined with previously static objects like shelving and mannequins 
all becoming more intelligent and data rich.
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Make decisions based on behavioral patterns.    

“Retail analytics tools are key to harnessing all of this data.”

Start your IoT journey today. 



Here are five first steps towards creating an IoT strategy for the physical retail environment:

1. Tap into the opportunities provided by WiFi, Bluetooth and BLE to gain a better understanding of your 
customers’ in-store journeys.

2. Combine this with traffic counting to understand the path-to-purchase – from crossing your threshold to 
making a sale.

3. Make decisions based on behavioral patterns to boost loyalty, reinforce branding, drive promotions, up-
sell and cross-sell.

4. Use these insights to provide timely, personalized engagements with your customers.

5. Use your IoT initiatives in-store to build a more seamless multi-channel offering.

The future looks bright for retailers and their customers as we embrace the Internet of Things. It brings countless 
opportunities to bridge the gap between the online and offline worlds and to empower decision making. The 
technologies you use to gather shopper intelligence will be key in providing a complete view of the customer. Rather 
than fear drowning in the data it provides, retail analytics is the killer tool for bringing IoT to life and revolutionizing 
relationships with your customers. 

5 Steps to Create an IoT Strategy for Physical Retail

LET’S FURTHER YOUR IoT STRATEGY TOGETHER. 
Ask your ShopperTrak sales representative about our suite of solutions, or visit:

shoppertrak.com/schedule-a-demo to request a demo today.

ABOUT SHOPPERTRAK
ShopperTrak offers location-based analytics that provide insights into consumer behavior, enabling 

retailers to enhance the shopping experience in order to increase traffic, conversion, and transaction size.

STAY CONNECTED

Facebook.com/ShopperTrak                Twitter.com/ShopperTrak  LinkedIn.com/Company/ShopperTrak           ShopperTrak.com/Blog

http://www.shoppertrak.com/contact/
https://www.facebook.com/shoppertrak/
https://twitter.com/ShopperTrak
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shoppertrak
http://www.shoppertrak.com/Blog/

